STUDIO

Search Engineer
Lincoln Deployed
Full-time, Competitive Compensation & Benefits
Location: US Resident, All Remote Work

Job Description
We are building a strong team focused on rethinking how information is organized and
unlocking new ways for end-users to access that information. Our team of engineers applies
innovative algorithmic and machine learning concepts to indexing and filtering news.
We've got a lot of work carved out for us and are looking to expand our engineering team by
adding a backend engineer to work on machine learning module. If your toolbox includes these
technologies we'd love to hear from you: C/C++/Golang, machine learning, ElasticSearch/ELK,
some Java/C#, some Python, DevOps.
Responsibilities:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Design, develop, test, deploy, maintain and improve software with 1-2 collaborators.
Manage individual project priorities, deadlines and deliverables.
Define the best implementation method and related effort to answer a given problem.
Identify and drive code improvements, including technical debt.
Serve as an example of quality code and design, and push for better processes around
how the team operates.
Advocate for a solid technical approach and influence peers.

Experience and Skills Needed:
●
●
●
●
●
●

4+ years as a backend/full-stack developer (C/C++/Golang, machine learning,
ElasticSearch/ELK, some Java/C#, some Python, DevOps.)
Strong understanding of distributed search systems and their components (data
ingestion, indexing, ranking algorithms, processing user queries, serving results)
Hands-on experience setting up and configuring cloud based infrastructure
(AWS/Google Cloud)
Familiar with scaling and load balancing concepts
Strong communication skills
Must be US-based

About Lincoln Deployed - CallDeployed.com
What if you could rebuild Accenture today?

Join the Seal team 6 for all things organizational design,
product and tech for civics & politics.
More directly, a full service consultancy that focuses on
working with amazing civic and government partners to
advance liberty.
Working alongside you, our nationwide community of
exceptional technology professionals will provide ondemand expertise and hands-on assistance that will
enhance your capacity to execute at the highest level.
Together, we can accelerate the shift away from a predatory
“beltway bandit” model and ensure that the American
people benefit from technology worthy of the $100+ Billion
spent annually on it.
We offer a nice benefits package to employees, in addition to competitive salaries and the
convenience of working from anywhere. Benefits include health/dental/vision insurance, 401K,
tax-advantaged bonus structure, and a flexible vacation policy.

Interested? Here’s what to do next...
Please send your CV or resumé to Mike, our Head of Lincoln Deployed mike@calldeployed.com

